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“This is the Commander-in-chief of the South Hampton Warzone, Clark Pond!”

“Hello Chief! It is such an honor to meet you!”

Clark said excitedly.

The South Hampton Warzone was a very important area. From the military
viewpoint, it was more important than both the North Hampton and South City
Warzones.

Correspondingly, Clark’s position was more important than Mike’s and Percy’s.

Levi smiled, “I’ve heard of you!”

Clark was surprised that the God of War actually remembered him.

This was an honor of a lifetime for him.

Percy began introducing the others.

“This is the commander-in-chief of Haven Warzone, Xayden Fairfield.”

“Chillshire Warzone, Weston Zink!”

“Southlake Warzone, Stanley Hodge!”

“Here, Darren Mackson from the Northlake Warzone!”



“And lastly, Zayden Ziggler from the Westview Warzone!”

….

Levi shook hands with the other five. This made them so excited and emotional,
as if they had just met their idol.

They were completely caught by surprise!

Little did they expect that the legendary God of War himself would be so
approachable and down-to-earth!

“Chief, what happened to these walls and floors here?”

Clark asked curiously.

“Nothing much, someone pummeled them!” Levi said.

“What? Someone fought in here?”

Clark and the other leaders had to take a deep breath.

Firstly, they were surprised that there were people who dared to fight in there.

Secondly, to create such damage, the person must be a master.

“No big deal, they are just a bunch of kids. Their parents are coming tonight to
apologize!” Levi smiled.

In his eyes, the Prince Gang was really but a bunch of kids.

His experience in the past six years was more than what many people had
experienced in sixty years.



The man was way too mature, much like an old bogeyman.

“It’s good to know that they are coming here to apologize. Silly of me to think that
someone have the audacity to offend you, Chief.”

Clark and the rest laughed as they followed Levi into the house.

Very soon, the eight warzones were about to launch their joint exercise. They
wanted Levi to give some suggestions, as their main objective was to pay tribute
to him.

Edburg Manor, South Hampton.

Michael called for Tyler and Wales.

“Something might happen soon.”

Michael said.

“Oh? What’s going on?”

Both of them looked at their grandfather curiously.

“I have just received the news that Elder Goel has left South Hampton. No one
knows where he has gone to.”

Michael said.

“What? How is that possible?”

“The man has not left South Hampton for the past fifty years, hasn’t he?”

Tyler was extremely shocked.



For Xabian Goel to leave South Hampton meant that something colossal was
about to happen!

He had not gone anywhere for decades.

Tyler said, “Could Lucas’ matter have to do with it?”


